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Goal: 
Deliver events to a user that they are interested in, in 
the right way, so that they are inspired to RSVP and 
attend.

Objective: 
Increase engagement and activity through the Event 
Announce sends through testing

Key Metrics:
Increased engagement: OR, CTR
Increased activity:  RSVPs

Background:  How we communicate the announcement of 
events to our users on the platform plays an integral part in 
making them aware of what events are going on. 

The more we optimize and enhance these communications, 
the better we can connect our audience with new events, 
inspire our members to attend events, and ignite our 
organizers to keep hosting great events.

The immediate test set out with these directives:

● Refreshed design: Have the template design better 
match our brand, be mobile optimized, and feel more 
modern

● Immediate impact: Increased engagement and 
activity driving more RSVPs

● Long term impact: Longevity of engagement & 
opportunities around further actions we can have the 
member take

Event Announce in Braze



Original Creative



Original Email



New Creative & 
Strategy



What this unlocks:



The more we optimize and enhance these communications, the better we 
can connect our audience with new events, inspire our members to attend 
events, and ignite our organizers to keep hosting great events.

Event Announce - Ecosystem Impact

Unlocks the ability to create a design that better matches our 
brand, is mobile optimized, and feels more modern

Create immediate impact & long-term impact

Refresh the design

Unified experience for notifications

Allows us to start testing to increase engagement and activity as 
well as focus on longevity of impact through dynamic content

With event announce email and push living in the same place, 
we can build towards smarter frequency settings



Refreshed Designs



Highlights of refreshed design:
● Making a cleaner design that inspires our audience to engage
● Removing elements that are unnecessary to make email shorter and more mobile-optimized
● Include visual elements to ensure the email is still visually appealing when an event does not have 

an image
● Leading with the group name, so that members can easily identify and connect with what group is 

putting on an event
● Providing a flow for the member to take if they are not interested in this specific event, ensuring we 

focus not just on the next action of the member, but the entire lifecycle flow

Can we spur more RSVPs with just a refreshed template?

Refreshed Design



Providing a flow for the member if they are 
not interested in this specific event, 
inviting them to discover another one.

Event info easily digestible in all one 
location with a easily identifiable CTA

Leading with the group name, to drive 
user’s attention immediately

Icon is dynamic to disappear if an image is 
included in the event. If event has no 
image, an icon will be in the email to give 
more visual appeal

Refreshed Template



Highlights of Dynamic Banner Version:
● Utilizes the same refreshed template as a base
● Replaces the “Discover more events” section with dynamic banners specific to the user to test altering the nudges 

we send to our audience
● Opens the door to many dynamic nudges for the user, guiding them through various lifecycle flows:

○ Member to Organizer
○ App install
○ Product marketing
○ Core to Pro

Can we spur long-term impact through dynamic banners?

Dynamic Banner Version



App install banner that 
can be shown to those 
without the app

Dynamic Banner Version

M2O Banner 
for members



Highlights of Suggested Events Version:
● Utilizes the same refreshed template as a base
● Replaces the “Discover more events” section with personalized, suggested events, pulled from the edge API
● Allows every event announce email to now provide value to the user, even if the specific event being 

announced isn’t compelling to them

Suggested Events Version

Can we drive further RSVPs with personalized suggested events?



Suggested Events Version

Providing recommended events for the 
member if they are not interested in this 
specific event, inviting them to discover 

another one personalized for them



Results so far



Not only are the new templates driving more RSVPs, but they are igniting more members to take action on Meetup.

● We are seeing more total RSVPs being driven through the new refreshed templates:
○ From 10/22 - 10/27, we saw a lift in Open to Total RSVPs coming from the new templates compared to the control:

■ Refreshed Design: 1.59% Open to Total RSVP Rate (+3.2% lift compared to control)
■ Refreshed Design & Dynamic Banners: 1.60% Open to Total RSVP Rate (+4.3% lift compared to control)
■ Refreshed Design & Suggested Events: 1.61% Open to Total RSVP Rate (+4.9% lift compared to control)
■ Control: 1.53% Open to Total RSVP Rate

● We are seeing more members that RSVP being driven through the new refreshed templates:
○ From 10/22 - 10/27, we saw a lift in Open to Total RSVPs coming from the new templates compared to the control:

■ Refreshed Design: 4.74% Open to Unique RSVPer Rate (+3.2% lift compared to control)
■ Refreshed Design & Dynamic Banners: 4.77% Open to Unique RSVPer Rate (+3.8% lift compared to control)
■ Refreshed Design & Suggested Events: 4.84% Open to Unique RSVPer Rate (+5.4% lift compared to control)
■ Control: 4.59% Open to Total RSVP Rate

● Additionally, we are seeing New Subscriptions coming from the refreshed templates, with the majority being driven with the 
Dynamic Banner version (10 New subscriptions, with 22 total across all the new refreshed template variants)

Looker link

Results from 10/22 - 10/26:

https://meetup.looker.com/explore/01_meetup/notifications?qid=e4gY79I2H5iFVmHlqVDvS4&origin_space=18021&toggle=fil
https://meetup.looker.com/explore/01_meetup/notifications?qid=J5bxqqY8UsmHMFP3LJs7Nb&origin_space=18021&toggle=fil


Continuing to drive higher conversions and more RSVPs on Meetup:
● Send to RSVP rate for the suggested events version (2.83%) continues to perform much better than the generic "discover 

more events" version (1.25%), driving a lift of 126% higher conversion 

Results revisited on 11/6/21:



What’s next: Future 
opportunities to test



● Push notification testing:
○ How can we drive more engagement and activity from push notifications?

■ Messaging test
■ CTA button test to RSVP directly from the push

● Further email testing:
○ How can we drive more engagement and activity from emails?

■ Expanded testing on winning template
■ CTA testing
■ SL testing

● Frequency control testing:
○ How can we ensure our audience is getting the right frequency of notifications while also getting the 

notifications that matter to them?
■ Frequency setting limits
■ Altering send logic based on groups the member is most active in
■ Intelligent selection testing on choice of channel for delivery (email vs. push) unique to the individual
■ Filtering out those not engaged

What’s next/Testing plans:


